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Receptivity to Library
Involvement in Scientific
Data Curation: A Case Study
at the University of Colorado
Boulder
Kathryn Lage, Barbara Losoff, and Jack Maness
abstract: Increasingly libraries are expected to play a role in scientific data curation initiatives, i.e.,
“the management and preservation of digital data over the long-term.”1 This case study offers a
novel approach for identifying researchers who are receptive toward library involvement in data
curation. The authors interviewed researchers at the University of Colorado Boulder and, after
analysis, created eight design “personas.” Each persona represents an aggregation of researcher
attributes and can be used to target strategic relationships for nascent or emerging data management
initiatives. These personas are applicable to any academic library seeking to provide data curation
support.

Introduction

T

his paper investigates the current state of data curation activities and existing
curation support for faculty and graduate students in the sciences at the University of Colorado Boulder. Data curation is “the management and preservation
of digital data over the long-term”2 and is a growing topic in library science. Grounded
in the growing body of literature of related surveys and needs assessments, this case
study explores needs, although it is not a detailed needs assessment. Rather, its intent
is to gauge researcher receptivity to library involvement in scientific data curation so
that partnerships between the library and scientists can be strategically developed.
Conclusions drawn from this research are applicable to any academic library seeking
to provide data curation support to scientific researchers.
The authors interviewed researchers and conducted a qualitative analysis of the
interviews in order to develop personas. Personas allow for anonymization and aggre-
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gation of ethnographic research, in this case, interviews. They are used to personalize
and strengthen the tie between a systems designer and the target user. The study culminated in the development of eight personas that embody the aggregated attributes of
faculty and graduate student researchers who were interviewed. The authors analyzed
the interviews and created the personas to represent the range of attitudes and needs
regarding the type of datasets created, existing data storage and maintenance support,
disciplinary culture or personal feelings on data sharing, and receptivity to the library’s
role in data curation.
Through the creation of personas the authors intend to keep researchers’ needs
front and center in the design of a library-led institutional repository for research data.
The authors hope to identify those scientists who are most receptive to the library’s
involvement in research data curation so they may be approached and partnered with
strategically. Many researchers already have disciplinary repositories, departmental
networks, or systems within their laboratories that serve as mechanisms by which data
can be preserved. Others are protective of their data, wary of outside access. Purposefully partnering with researchers who are receptive to the idea of library involvement
in such data curation initiatives, then, is wise. The authors believe that the personas
developed in this study will be recognizable to librarians at other institutions, rendering
the findings generalizable and open to quantitative validation.

Literature Review
This review focuses on the primary literature that contextualizes this study: data curation, which may be considered a sub-discipline of e-science; and the development and
use of personas. In both areas the review provides a brief background of foundational
writings and focuses on their application to libraries and librarians.

Data Curation
Increasingly, libraries are expected to play a role in data curation. This is a result of what
Tony and Jessie Hey term the “e-science revolution,” producing data at increasing orders
of magnitude, and the U.S. government funding policies regarding data management
and access.3 In 2007 the National Science Foundation (NSF) mandated that “all science
and engineering data generated with NSF funding must be made broadly accessible and
usable while being suitably protected and preserved.”4 Libraries play an integral part of
the NSF data curation model and are viewed as trusted repositories, according to Lucy
Nowell, “preserving documents that have been the foundation of civilizations.”5 In fact,
the NSF, in their solicitation and funding guidelines for Sustainable Digital Preservation
and Access Network Partners (DataNet) grants, describes a new organization that “will
integrate library and archival sciences, cyberinfrastructure, computer and information
sciences and domain science expertise.”6 Despite the model proposed by the NSF, the
question of whether libraries can play a role in data curation and archiving has continued
to be a topic of debate.7 More recently, however, the literature has moved away from
articles that question the role of librarians in data curation, toward articles reporting on
active data curation or existing data repositories. Imperatives such as Joyce L. Ogburn’s
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statement “librarians will have to embrace the role of data curator to remain relevant
and vital to our scholars”8 and Tracy Gabridge’s position that“[data liaison services] are
a major component of libraries’ future”9 have become the more common refrain.
In an effort to define cyberinfrastructure for librarians and explain how it is applicable
to libraries, Anna Gold from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) offered a
two-part primer in D-Lib Magazine in 2007. In part one, she provides an overview of the
issues surrounding cyberinfrastructure, and in part two, lists actions for developing a
role in data librarianship. Among the possible roles for librarians, she includes social
science data services, geo-referenced data services (GIS), and bioinformatics. Although
Gold describes these roles for librarians as “well-defined,” she also questions “the extent
of the roles libraries can play in relationship to data archiving.”10
Nonetheless, many academic libraries are developing or have launched data
repositories, though the extent of their involvement in data archiving remains to be
seen. Academic libraries exploring data curation include Purdue University, Georgia
Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech), Cornell University, and Johns Hopkins University. The Purdue Libraries investigated
discipline-based data workflow through Engaging the faculty on the topics
faculty workshops, seminars, and surveys.
Engaging the faculty on the topics of data of data discovery, management,
discovery, management, and organiza- and organization, the librarians
tion, the librarians found that researchers
found that researchers uniformly
uniformly expressed a need for organizing, describing, managing, archiving, and expressed a need for organizing,
accessing data.11 The Purdue archiving describing, managing, archiving,
project resulted in Purdue e-Data which is
still under development. The librarians, in and accessing data.
collaboration with faculty from engineering, agronomy, physics, and earth & atmospheric sciences, are, according to Michael Witt,
working “to populate new data collections and [to] experiment with them.”12
The Georgia Tech Library followed a similar path to Purdue’s, based on what Tyler
Walters describes as the “clear need for data curation put forth by researchers.” Georgia
Tech convened a Data Curation Workgroup to interview select groups of neuroscientists
and bioscientists regarding data retention, data sharing, and storage. Walters’ paper
outlined Georgia Tech’s experience and offered a four-point model to guide librarians
in developing data curation programs. Walters stressed that grant funds are necessary
for data curation and that locating the ”early-adopting researcher with whom to explore
data curation approaches is critical.”13
Gail Steinhart and John Saylor describe a pilot program at Cornell University’s
Albert R. Mann Library that “test[s] the feasibility of a local ‘staging’ repository to
support data sharing among research collaborators while research is in progress, and
to provide tools and support to publish data to permanent disciplinary or institutional
repositories.”14 DataStaR (http://datastar.mannlib.cornell.edu/ ) is a data staging repository funded in part by the NSF in order to provide a means for recruiting digital data
into a domain-specific repository or an institutional repository. This collaborative effort
between researchers and librarians has already produced more than twenty published
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data sets (including metadata); however, it remains to be seen whether a non-permanent
repository, such as DataStaR, will be the most successful model for data curation.
In October 2009 the NSF awarded the Sheridan Libraries at Johns Hopkins University a five-year, $20 million dollar grant to build a research data infrastructure for
managing digital information created by the life, earth, and social sciences.15 This Data
Conservancy grant is a collaborative project with Sayeed Choudhury, associate dean of
the libraries, serving as principal investigator, along with faculty members from Johns
Hopkins University and individuals from other institutions.
Indeed, collaboration, a key component of the Data Conservancy project, is reflected
elsewhere in the literature. The practice of librarianship, described by Gold, is “rooted
in the management and ‘delivery’ of relationships” and “data is an encoding of relationships in the world, whether those relationships involve instruments, physical phenomena,
social entities, measurements, time, place, or other intellectual constructs.”16 Jennifer
Haas and Sharon Murphy remind librarians that “we must know the data options and
obligations of the disciplines we serve and be ready to facilitate this communication.”17
According to an ARL Task Force, librarians need to “develop a deep understanding
of content users and researchers
needs,”18 and to cultivate, as Karla
The Data Curation Profile also funcHahn says, “new forms of relationtions as a tool to evaluate data curation ship building.”19
To further develop these relafrom the perspective of the producers.
tionships, Witt and others created
Such a profile may be considered a
a Data Curation Profile, “to provide
tactical model by which a library could detailed information on particular
data forms that might be curated
develop a process to archive and deby an academic library” and to “adscribe data sets.
dress a perceived shortage of robust
models for the systematic description
20
of datasets for sharing and curation.” The Data Curation Profile also functions as a tool
to evaluate data curation from the perspective of the producers. Such a profile may be
considered a tactical model by which a library could develop a process to archive and
describe data sets. The literature suggests, then, that libraries are a critical partner in
a national effort toward the curation of scientific data, not the sole responsible party.

Personas
The research described in this paper attempts to broaden the discussion regarding scientific data curation and libraries through the development of personas. First suggested
by Alan Cooper as a mechanism for product development, personas are fictionalized
aggregates of actual potential users of a product. Personas provide anonymous findings
that can be more broadly generalized. Even though they are fictitious, personas are intended to create personal empathy between a designer and the target user so the needs
and goals of the user are holistically and continuously considered during the design
process. The intent is that all design decisions, from content to functionality, are driven
not by the convenience of the designer, but by those of the persona. Building on Cooper’s
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original thesis, John Pruitt and Tamara Adlin have explored the psychological evidence
supporting personas and have advanced the design applications.21 Though empirical
findings validating the approach are not voluminous, the work of Frank Long suggests
that using personas results in “designs with better usability attributes” and that there
is “some objective evidence that using personas does work.”22
Personas are created in many ways, but should always be driven by the data collected from actual or potential users. One of the most common ways of collecting data is
to interview many users and find shared
design needs among them. Users with
several mutual needs are then conflated Users with several mutual needs
into a single persona, and that persona are then conflated into a single
is given a name, biographical informapersona, and that persona is given
tion, a description of his or her intent
in using the product, and often a facial a name, biographical information,
image that can enhance empathy. There a description of his or her intent in
can be as many or as few personas as the
interviews suggest, and specific demo- using the product, and often a facial
graphics portrayed in the persona are image that can enhance empathy.
not meant to represent the demographics
of the interviewees. The designer is still
an entity in this part of the analysis, possibly introducing any misinterpretations he or
she may have of user needs into the personas. Some researchers are exploring ways to
automate this process, thereby further removing the designer from the creation of the
personas.23 This research is just emerging, however, and the most common method still
involves designers analyzing and interpreting user data. The study described in this
article utilizes this more conventional method. Using personas in the design of library
websites is not uncommon.24 And in a previous research project, librarians and researchers at the University of Colorado Boulder used this process to identify the general needs
and goals of institutional repository users.25 Findings from that project help inform the
design of repositories and associated policies regarding what materials should be collected. Expressed needs by interviewees related to data, however, were infrequent at best,
and the research questions did not address ancillary challenges related to intellectual
property, disciplinary culture, and storage and format problems, and did not focus on
scientists. The use of personas to determine needs with respect to scientific data curation,
then, particularly library involvement in that curation, is novel. The creation of personas
in this context is not a continuation of previous studies, but is complementary to them.

Methods
The authors recruited participants representing the broad range of scientific disciplines
found at the University of Colorado Boulder, identified through departmental rosters.
Additionally, some participants were recruited based on previous connections with either the authors or the library, or through referrals. Authors contacted participants via
email explaining that the authors were investigating research data creation and curation
at CU Boulder and inviting the researchers to participate in a 15-30 minute interview.
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An official letter of invitation was attached to the email, which described the research
in more detail. The authors framed the research in terms of current issues regarding
data curation locally and nationally: the University Libraries’ planned participation in
a cooperative institutional repository, the National Science Foundation’s (NSF) mandate
that data generated with NSF funding “be made broadly accessible and usable, while
being suitably protected and preserved”26 and the NSF’s suggestion that libraries and
archives play a part in carrying out that mandate.27 (See Appendix 1 for the full text of
the letter of invitation.)
The authors contacted thirty-five researchers, following up the email invitation
with phone calls or additional emails as needed. The authors interviewed a total of
twenty-six researchers—a response rate of 74 percent. Nineteen of the interviewees
were faculty members, three were doctoral students, and four were research associates.
The participants represented nine departments within the sciences at the University of
Colorado Boulder: the Departments of Aerospace Engineering Sciences, Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Computer Science,
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Chemistry and Biochemistry, Molecular, Cellular, and
Developmental Biology, Geography and Geological Sciences. Additionally, researchers
interviewed represented three research centers affiliated with the campus. The researchers’ subject areas included evolutionary biology, organic chemistry, chemical genetics,
climatology, geographic information science, environmental engineering, construction
management, nanotechnology, and aeronautical engineering.
The authors asked a fixed set of nine questions, with follow-up as necessary. Participants were asked to briefly describe their research, including the type of data created;
how the data was stored; how the data was accessed and by whom; if there were procedures for data preservation;
and whether storage space
Participants were asked to briefly describe
was an issue. The final two
their research, including the type of data
questions gauged the researchers’ receptivity to the library’s
created; how the data was stored; how the
involvement in data curation
data was accessed and by whom; if there
service: first asking the queswere procedures for data preservation; and tion in broad terms and then
asking the researchers to rank
whether storage space was an issue.
their level of interest on a scale
of 1-5. Most interviews went
well beyond the 15-30 minutes stated in the letter of invitation, with many lasting 45
minutes to one hour. (See Appendix 2 for the full text of the survey questions.)
In order to facilitate discussion, all of the interviews were conducted in person at
a location convenient for the researcher. Not all the authors were able to attend each
interview; however, the authors who were present took detailed notes. After the interviews were completed, the authors transferred the information into a grid on a large
chalkboard as a means to easily identify the themes or patterns. The authors used a
color-coded schematic to highlight the common themes from the researchers’ answers.
This technique of grouping answers together in the grid, while highlighting research
domain, exposed similarities in types of data created, existing storage and maintenance,
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accessibility of the data, procedures for data preservation, and receptivity to a library
role in data curation.
The common aspects that emerged from the grid were used to develop the personas.
Initially, the authors developed twelve personas, which were later reduced to a more
distinct eight. These eight personas represent the aggregated attributes of the researchers.
As with any methodology, the development of personas has its limitations. Like any
ethnographic research, data gathered through interviews is filtered through the lens of
the authors themselves. While many of the questions used in the development of these
personas were objective (i.e. “how is the data stored and accessed?”), others were more
subjective (i.e. “is storage space problematic?” and, most significantly, the last two questions regarding receptivity to a library-run data repository).
It is important to note that, as Steve Mudler and Ziv Yaar point out, the creation of
personas using interviews “consists of interacting with a small number of users (10-20)
to get new ideas or uncover previously unknown issues. [It] doesn’t prove anything …
but it’s very valuable at uncovering insights that you can then test and prove.”28 In other
words, personas used in this context will not tell a designer or liaison that “37 percent
of faculty would contribute data to an IR,” but instead will bring potential contributors’
needs alive. Personas created in this project can be used in exactly such a manner; as a
starting point for more quantitative analyses of surveys and participation rates among
scientists in library-led data curation projects. Results can help inform library administrators so they may effectively position data services on campus, and also inform science
librarians about the issues and challenges related to library-provided data curation.
In addition, the final interview question gauging receptivity asks the researcher to
make a decision regarding a repository that does not exist; there is no interface and no
supporting database, no deposit or access policies. The researcher cannot be expected
to fully envision the repository, and this gap could have affected receptivity. Gauging
receptivity before product development, however, is an important step in user-centered
design, and the authors developed the personas presented here using the commonly
accepted practices in the field of human-computer interaction.

Results
The types of data created and collected range from paper notebooks, to digital ASCII
files created from field instruments or software modeling programs, to large video and
image files. Much of the data are software or instrument-specific. Digital data are stored
on researchers’ hard drives, on laboratory servers, in removable storage devices such as
CDs, and in national and international discipline-specific repositories. One interviewee
uses Google Documents as a cloud storage solution, while other researchers keep their
data in paper notebooks or files, usually stored in the researcher’s office, but on some
occasions in the researcher’s home.
Most researchers who participated in this study identified their research data as
non-public (20 out of 26). What this means as a practical matter varied. Some researchers share their data within their lab or with other collaborators, while others do not
share their data at all. Many identified themselves as “gatekeepers,” responding that
their data is not public, but they would share their data with another researcher if they
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considered it appropriate. Only six researchers (roughly 25 percent) identified their
data as being public. Issues of confidentiality, classified research, or privacy clauses
that prevented sharing of data were frequent considerations by researchers, crossing
disciplinary boundaries.
Most interviewees stated that while
digital storage space is not an issue,
Issues of confidentiality, classified
server maintenance and management
research, or privacy clauses that pre- are on-going problems. In some situavented sharing of data were frequent tions, these problems are significant and
presented considerable costs to the reconsiderations by researchers, cross- searchers in both capital and labor. These
interviewees view data maintenance as
ing disciplinary boundaries.
an additional responsibility that takes
them away from their research. Problems associated with data management include the transient nature of graduate student
network managers, the time-intensive aspect of server maintenance, and the lack of
departmental expertise in managing the data.
Many researchers had curation plans in place for much of their data, but also had
subsets of orphan data. These data were either of a different type, fell outside the main
scope of their research, or for other reasons were not treated in the same manner, and
therefore, the researchers had no curation or maintenance plan. For many of these
researchers, these data were not foremost in their mind, but when asked about them,
they realized they did need assistance; they were forgotten datasets from their research.
Few interviewees had departmental procedures for data preservation. However,
some researchers participated in disciplinary-based repositories that supported longterm storage of their data while others had regular data back-up procedures for their lab.
Some researchers were interested in a library-sponsored repository simply because
they had no other assistance in managing their data. Other researchers had restrictions
on data sharing and even data management by an outside party due to research subject
privacy, confidentiality clauses for contracted research, or national security concerns.
As a result, those researchers were hesitant or completely unable to turn over curation
of their data to an outside party.
The authors found that a researcher’s receptivity to a library role in data curation did
not necessarily correspond with the level of need for assistance or existence of obstacles.
Rather, the individual researcher’s disciplinary culture or philosophy regarding data sharing and collaborative projects affected his receptivity. Some researchers believed that sharing data or
Ease of use was by far the
making data accessible for possible use in the future
most-stated requirement by was, simply, a good thing to do. One interviewee
responded that, “there is no sense in collecting data
the researchers interested
if it can’t be used [by other researchers].” Others
in a library-run repository. did not entertain the possibility of sharing data, in
spite of a need for data management support or the
absence of restrictions on their data. In addition, many interviewees expressed interest in
a library role in data curation if the data were easy to access and if the researchers were
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able to maintain a level of control over who had access to the data. Ease of use was by
far the most-stated requirement by the researchers interested in a library-run repository.
Out of these themes, the authors developed eight personas. Of the twenty-six
interviewees, three fell outside the scope of a library-run repository because they are
data or collection managers for departments or large repositories. An additional three
interviewees are also actively involved in data curation. The authors did not create
personas to represent these interviewees.
The eight personas are:

Judy McDannell, “Very interested, has no support”
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Chen Ming, “Very interested, space issues, open to data sharing”
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Lynne Porter, “Interested, no storage problem, open minded”
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Professor Mel Hampton, “Interested, has robust support (graduate students), however maintenance
is a problem”
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Dr. Karen Robinson, “Receptive, already has a repository”
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Dr. Michael Rodriguez, “Not receptive, already has repository”
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Nelson Witt, “Limited interest, concerned about privacy issues”
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Dr. David Casa, “Not interested, competitive discipline with proprietary funders”
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Discussion
Analysis of the personas shows that many factors affect the receptivity to library involvement in scientific data curation. The authors identified both positive and negative
correlations to receptivity.
Positive correlations to receptivity:
• Close proximity to data curation activities. Researchers who were unaware of
their labs’ curation activities had less inclination toward library involvement.
Those researchers who shared some responsibility for this task, however, saw
library involvement as a benefit in assisting them in a task that distracted them
from their science. Chen Ming, Mel Hampton, and Judy McDannell are examples of how proximity to the task correlates to receptivity. In some cases, the
interviewees represented by these personas were graduate assistants who had
inadvertently assumed this responsibility for the research group. In other cases
they were information technology professionals who believe in the adage “lots
of copies keeps things safe.”
• Lack of existing curation support. Researchers who had no disciplinary repository
and little departmental or lab support or experience in administering networks
that allow for automated backup and retrieval systems were more likely to be
interested in library assistance. Judy McDannell and Nelson Witt are personas
who embody this issue.
• A personal ideology disposed toward sharing. Regardless of all other factors, some
personas were receptive to library involvement simply because they viewed data
sharing as part of their mission and social obligation as scientists. Lynne Porter
is most notable among these.
• Earth sciences research. The interviews demonstrated that researchers in earth
sciences, from geologists to environmental engineers, share a disciplinary culture that is more likely to lend itself to partnering not only with librarians, but
other labs and researchers, in sharing and providing access to data. Though
these interviews did not specifically address access, but focused on curation
and preservation of data, access was invariably discussed in most interviews.
Lynne Porter, Karen Robinson, Chen Ming, and Mel Hampton are examples of
this disciplinary culture. The personas involved in earth sciences, as opposed to
applied, life, and physical sciences, tended to be more receptive.29
Negative correlations to receptivity:
• Research involves proprietary data. Researchers in disparate fields create and
work with proprietary data or funding agencies that require non-disclosure agreements for all or part of the research or data. These researchers are understandably
reluctant or entirely unable to participate in a library-run repository. Dr. David
Casa represents these researchers.
• Inability to share data in ethnographic research or research using human subjects.
Privacy of human research subjects is paramount. These researchers have similar
issues to the proprietary research discussed above. Dr. Nelson Witt represents
their concerns.
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• Extremely competitive field or disciplinary culture that discourages outside
involvement. The persona of Dr. David Casa also represents the non-interested
researcher on this issue. However, Chen Ming represents a researcher who is
more open to exploring the possibility of a library-run repository.
• Existing repository. Personas representing researchers who had a robust existing data repository, often disciplinary-based, were less likely to be receptive to
a library-run repository. These researchers, embodied in the persona of Michael
Rodriguez, were satisfied with their existing repository and reluctant to learn new
data deposit and access policies without the need to do so. (This factor was not
primary, however; some researchers who have repositories were still interested,
based on other grounds.)
• All researchers expressed a strong reluctance to participate in a repository that was
designed in a manner that did not fit their needs and, therefore, would require
extra work on their part. Engaging the research faculty about their needs, then,
is a critical first step toward repository design.
The use of the personas offers a methodology for identifying receptive researchers
that can in turn further the communications for developing a user-centric repository.
The authors had hypothesized a positive correlation between the number of years
involved in research with a more traditional mode of research and data sharing, i.e.,
less receptivity to a library-run repository. However, no reliable correlation was found.
The PhD students interviewed were all interested in a library data repository, but many
other researchers, including long-time faculty, were as well.
The authors identified possible issues with the methodology used in this study.
Participants were not selected at random, which could have introduced bias regarding
the researchers’ receptivity to the library’s role in data curation. However, the results
did not suggest that this was the case. Also, the interview questions did not extensively
explore the role of the library in data curation; however, at this stage, the authors were
primarily interested in receptivity and not necessarily the details of how a researcher
might use a repository. Additional studies regarding repository designs and users’ needs
are necessary.
Ultimately, this study suggests that librarians target researchers similar to the personas of Chen Ming, Judy McDannell, and, possibly Mel Hampton in order to develop
data curation partnerships. Karen Robinson and Lynne Porter would be appropriate
secondary personas to approach. Personas such as Nelson Witt, Michael Rodriguez, and
Dr. David Casa are not likely to be receptive to library involvement in these endeavors
anytime soon.

Conclusion
The research described in this paper furthers the discussion of data curation in libraries
by applying a new approach: the use of personas. Models previously described in the
literature have been tactical models such as traditional needs assessments or profiles of
datasets in order to plan data curation activities. This research instead can be considered a strategic, rather than tactical, approach to understanding not only data, but the
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scientists and the disciplinary, institutional, and perhaps even departmental cultures in
which those profiles and personas work. By offering data curation services to researchers
who share traits with the personas, this article suggests, libraries can expedite the partnerships necessary to begin
fostering this new realm of
By offering data curation services to researchscience library service.
Personas are by defini- ers who share traits with the personas, this
tion generalizations. They
article suggests, libraries can expedite the
are created to give a systems
designer a concrete user to partnerships necessary to begin fostering this
keep in mind and create new realm of science library service.
empathy, but not to provide specific data regarding
small design choices. Different institutions, then, can utilize the personas created in this
study to begin or continue strategies for partnering with researchers in data curation
initiatives. There are Karen Robinsons, Nelson Witts, and Mel Hamptons at universities
across the nation. By developing a stronger sense of the researchers’ needs, existing practices, and, most important, receptivity to a library role in data curation, libraries can truly
begin providing a new form of library service in a new world of scientific investigation.
Kathryn Lage is Assistant Professor, Map Librarian, and Acting Faculty Director at the Jerry
Crail Johnson Earth Sciences & Map Library, University of Colorado Boulder; email: Katie.Lage@
Colorado.edu. Barbara Losoff is Assistant Professor and Associate Faculty Director, Science
Library, University of Colorado Boulder; email: Barbara.Losoff@Colorado.edu. Jack Maness is
Assistant Professor and Faculty Director, Gemmill Library of Engineering, Mathematics, and
Physics, University of Colorado Boulder; email: Jack.Maness@Colorado.edu
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Appendix
Barbara Losoff, Assistant Professor, Associate Faculty Director, Science Library, Norlin
Library
Jack Maness, Assistant Professor, Faculty Director, Engineering Library
Katie Lage, Assistant Professor, Map Librarian, Jerry Crail Johnson Earth Sciences &
Map Library
184 UCB
University of Colorado, Boulder
Boulder, CO 80309
Date:
To:
You are invited to participate in a short interview (15-30 minutes) regarding scientific
data creation and use at the University of Colorado, Boulder. Barbara Losoff, Associate
Faculty Director, Science Library, Jack Maness, Head of the Engineering Library, and I
are conducting an organizational data inventory in an attempt to gain an understanding
of data production, use, storage and access. This data inventory is motivated by both
CU Boulder’s proposed institutional repository and the NSF mandates requiring grant
recipients to archive and provide access to data.

From the NSF :

• “All science & engineering data generated with NSF funding must be made
broadly accessible and usable, while being suitably protected & preserved” (NSF
2007).
• “The new types of organization envisioned in this solicitation will integrate library
and archival sciences, cyberinfrastructure, computer and information sciences,
and domain science expertise…” (NSF Cyberinfrastructure Grants 2008).
• “University-based research libraries and research librarians are positioned to
make significant contributions in this area, where standard mechanisms for access
and maintenance of scientific digital data may be derived from existing library
standards developed for print material.” (NSF Cyberinfrastructure Vision for the
21st Century, 2007).
We hope you will consider meeting with us to conduct an interview. Your contribution
will inform the Libraries about data on this campus, offer insights for designing CU’s
institutional repository, and help define the role for the Libraries (if any) regarding data
archiving, storage, and access.

Confidentiality:
If you participate in the survey, your responses will be held in strictest confidence. No
identifying links between responses and the individual responding will be retained.
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Combined data only will be reported.
Thank you for helping us with this important project.
Sincerely,
Barb Losoff
Jack Maness
Katie Lage
Barbara.losoff@colorado.edu jack.maness@colorado.edu katie.lage@colorado.edu
303-492-1859
303-492-4545
303-735-4917
Name____________________
Date_____________________
Department________________
Status_____________________
Briefly describe your research.
How long have you been conducting this type of research?
Can you tell us a little about what sort of data your research produces?
How is the data stored and accessed after it is produced?
Who has access to this data?
Does your department/lab have procedures in place for the preservation of researchers’
data in the event they leave the university or pass away?
Is storage space problematic?
Would it be of interest to you for those responsibilities to be transferred to an entity
within the university, such as the Libraries?

Please rate on scale of 1-5 your receptivity to this question, 1 = least interested, 5= very
interested.
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Receptivity to Library Involvement
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